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Abstract
By the use of a tiny pressure-transferring probe and capacitor-type sensor, the dynamic pressure signals in the jet
flow of the rapid expansion of supercritical carbon dioxide are measured, which distinctively shows the characteristics
of quasi-periodical coherent structures. After Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) conversion of the time series signals of
the dynamic pressure, there exist three dominant frequency bands in the power spectrum, which correlate with the
scale of the dominant eddies in the turbulent field. The dominant frequencies change little with the distance from the
nozzle exit or the pre-expansion pressure, while the power density of the dominant frequencies, which correlates with
the energy of the dominant eddies in the turbulence, attenuates along the axial direction and with the decrease of the
pre-expansion pressure. Through analysis, it is inferred that the nozzle structure and initial conditions remarkably
affect the coherent structures in the expansion flow which should be the important factors in the particle nucleation
and its growth process in ultra-fine particle preparation by rapid expansion of supercritical fluid solution (RESS).
© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the rapid expansion of supercritical fluid
solution (RESS) process, the supercritical fluid
solution expands rapidly through a narrow throttling structure, e.g. capillary or orifice nozzle, to a
low pressure and low temperature state, which
leads to a very high supersaturation at an ultrashort time interval of about 10 − 7 s. The steep
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increase of supersaturation and rapid density drop
prompt an outburst of homogeneous nuclei, and
ultra-fine particles with a narrow size distribution
are expected to form. With mild operational temperature and without organic solvents, the RESS
process promises a solvent-free product with high
purity in a single process, and has the potential
for eliminating the disadvantages of the conventional methods in fine particle preparation in such
areas as chemical engineering, pharmaceutical industry, material science and biotechnology etc.
Most experimental and theoretical researches in
literature focus on the effects of various parame-
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ters, including pre- and post-expansion temperature, pressure and concentration, nozzle geometry, upon the product characteristics, e.g. size and
morphology. But the experimental results are usually available only for the specified conditions.
Various solute and solvent systems usually show
different characteristics of the process [1– 9].
Debenedetti et al. [1,2,9] developed a one-dimensional compressible model of sub-sonic flow to
study the dynamics of particle nucleation and
growth in the RESS process. Shaub et al. [5]
calculated the adiabatic process of the free jet
expansion from the nozzle into vacuum with supercritical carbon dioxide (SC-CO2) as a solvent
and phenanthrene as a solute. These calculations
are helpful for understanding the qualitative
trends, but not able to predict the quantitative
results. To produce fine and mono-dispersed particles with a narrow size distribution, the suggested way is preventing the supercritical fluid
solution from phase separation until it expands at
the nozzle exit [2–7].
Nevertheless, another important factor in the
RESS process, i.e. the strong turbulence in the
expansion flow, has not been investigated sufficiently. Just like the particle preparation in
aqueous solution, the turbulence in the jet flow
may remarkably affect the particle nucleation and
growth even during ultra-short residence time.
The turbulent characteristics of the expansion
flow may be the key factor affecting the particle
preparation by the RESS process. This paper
studies the characteristics of the rapid expansion
flow of pure supercritical carbon dioxide. Coherent structures in the expansion flow are shown
from the experimental results.

Fig. 1. Formation of dynamic pressure signals from the moving eddy at the probe top.

2. Fundamental
Before 1980s, it was considered that the coherent structures of the eddy only exist in the flow
with low Reynolds number, and in the fully developed turbulence the periodical signals should not
exist. Afterwards, more and more experimental
results showed that the coherent structures exist in
almost all kinds of turbulent fields, even in the
flow with high Reynolds number of 107 [10]. The
formation of the structures is not random but
correlates with the initial conditions and inner
non-linear specialities of the turbulence [10–18].
The coherent structures in turbulent flow can be
analyzed theoretically [13] [17] or experimentally
[11,12] [14–16]. The scale and energy information
of eddies in the turbulence can be analyzed from
the power spectrum of the dynamic pressure or
velocity signals. The frequency band where the
eddy energy concentrates densely reflects the characteristics of the dominant eddy in the turbulence.
The characteristics of the turbulent flow can be
modified through the control of the coherent
structures, which can be intensified by the periodical stimulations upon the flow [10] or weakened
by the addition of small polymer particles into the
flow [18].
The rapid expansion of supercritical fluids, considered as a supersonic or at least subsonic free
jet, brings out tempestuous turbulence, which
forms a large number of eddies in different scales.
When a series of eddies pass through the probe set
in the jet flow, time series signals of dynamic
pressure will be detected, which are converted
from the eddy momentum. Smaller eddy size or
faster change of the velocity in the eddy reflects
higher frequency in detected signals. Thus the
eddy parameters in the turbulent flow can be
evaluated from the pressure signals of time series,
as shown in Fig. 1.
Based on the acoustic scattering principle,
Baudet et al. [12] set up an experimental technique
allowing the direct probing of the vorticity field in
a turbulent flow. The spatial correlation length of
discrete vorticity events was measured to reveal
the time continuous transfer of energy from the
largest scales towards smaller scales. It is claimed
that the recourse to time–frequency distributions
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turbulence may remarkably affects the particle
size and morphology. It is supposed that stronger
and more uniform turbulence in microscopic scale
has advantages on the formation of super-fine
particles with a narrow size distribution.

3. Experimental

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus and
flow sheet of the RESS system. (1) CO2 bomb, (2) cooler, (3)
high pressure pump, (4) extracting tank, (5) constant temperature bath, (6) nozzle, (7) fixed micrometer caliper, (8) probe
and sensor, (9) data sampling computer.

Fig. 3. The structure and position of the sensor and probe in
the expansion flow.

(TFD) leads to an operational definition of coherent structures associated with phase stationarity in
the time–frequency plane.
The experimental results in the following text
will show that the expansion flow in the RESS
process obviously contains coherent structures,
which should be one of the important factors
affecting the particle nucleation and growth in
fine particle preparation. Although the residence
time of the nuclei is as short as 10 − 7 s, the report
of simulated growth rate of the nuclei is as high as
1026 m/s [9], which indicates that the expansion

The experimental apparatus and flow sheet are
schematically shown in Fig. 2. The CO2 from a
bomb is cooled in a cooler with the setting temperature of 263 K, then fed into a tank with the
volume of 1.5 l through a high-pressure pump.
The temperature of the CO2 in the tank can be
controlled from room temperature to 573 K
within 1 K, and the pressure can be controlled
from 0 to 40 MPa within 0.1 MPa. After the
temperature and pressure of the CO2 in the tank
are stabilized at the scheduled values, the CO2
fluid is let out to a coil pipe in a second constant
temperature bath, in which more accurate pre-expansion temperature is controlled within 0.1 K. A
stainless steel capillary, which is 15 mm long and
100 mm in inner diameter, is used as jet nozzle.
Another stainless steel capillary 15 mm long and
600 mm in inner diameter is also used to explain
influence of the nozzle structure on the coherent
structure in the jet flow. This paper mainly deals
with the experimental results of the former nozzle.
A probe is axially set in the expansion flow to
detect the dynamic pressure signals, which is fixed
on the movable part of a fixed micrometer caliper
to locate the exact position along the axis.
The probe is 1 mm in inner diameter, 1.5 mm in
outer diameter and 13 mm long, the top of which
is designed to reduce the influence on the flow
field due to its existence, as shown in Fig. 3. The
circular and sharp shape of the probe can also
lighten the shock wave caused by the speedy flow.
The probe is connected with the sensor. The
capacitor-type sensor (64–170 dB, 0.98 mV/Pa,
inherent frequency: 70 kHz) with high accuracy is
employed to detect the pressure signals. Even so,
some very small turbulence could possibly not be
measured due to the capillary filtration on high
frequency signals and the limitation of the sensor
inherent frequency or the sampling frequency of
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the computer. The dynamic pressure signals propagate by the elastic gas in the probe to the sensor.
They are converted to electric signals through the
sensor, then magnified and sampled by the computer. The sampling frequency is 16 000 points at
each interval of 0.33 s. The sampled signals of
time series are converted into power spectrum for
analysis through the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) method.
Before measurements the noise from the background is detected in order to exclude possible
disturbance from the environment variables.
When the pressure and temperature in the extraction tank reach the setting value and are stable,
the exit valve is opened to the maximum, starting
the rapid expansion. When the jet flow is stable,
the pressure signals are sampled, and then the jet
flow is shut for next measurement. The conditions
in steady state are insured in the measurements.
The measurement process lasts about 10 s. The
pressure decrease (0.5 MPa) in the extraction
tank in each measurement are recovered through
the high-pressure pump and the temperature controller. Parallel experiments are carried at each
condition to insure the measurement result
available.
The dynamic pressure signals are detected along
the axis of the expansion flow of pure solvent CO2
under certain thermodynamic conditions. The axial distance between the probe top and the nozzle
exit ranges from 0 to 50 mm. Considering the

Fig. 4. Power spectrum of the coherent structure with capillary
nozzle inner diameter of 100 mm (L/d= 150, z =19 mm, 373
K, 20 MPa).

influence of the probe on the expansion flow and
the accuracy of the measurement, the nearest axial
distance is limited to 2 mm. The experiments
reflecting the influence of the pre-expansion pressure ranged from 5 to 20 MPa are carried out at
intervals of 0.5 MPa, with the pre-expansion temperature controlled at 323 and 373 K,
respectively.
When the pre-expansion pressure is 20 MPa,
and pre-expansion temperature is 373 K, the mass
flow through the nozzle of 100 mm is calculated
through the pressure drop during a certain time
and the Reynold number of the flow in the nozzle
is estimated at about 104. In the rapid expansion
of supercritical carbon dioxide, there should be
Joule–Thompson effect in the process. In the
experimental conditions, dry ice does not form in
the experimental process.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. The inherent characteristics of the turbulent
flow
The detected signals of dynamic pressure remarkably show quasi-periodical characteristics of
coherent structures. The power spectrum from
FFT conversion contains three frequency bands,
the energy of which concentrates on each peak
value respectively. In order to easily characterize
the coherent structures and compare the difference under various conditions, the power spectrum in gray line is smoothed by taking the
average of every 50 adjacent points into a black
line, as shown in Fig. 4. Three dominant frequency peaks are at 2300, 15 500 and 30 000 Hz,
respectively. The half width of the dominant frequency bands is about 1000–2000 Hz. The low
frequency band has the most of the turbulent
energy and the high frequency band has the least.
To examine the possible error from the probe,
experimental measurements with different probes
in varied shape, length and inner diameter are
carried out. It is found that the power spectrum
of the measured pressure signals does not change
with the shape of the probe. The inherent frequency of the sensor is 70 kHz, which is much
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4.2. Influence of factors

Fig. 5. Power spectrum of the coherent structure with capillary
nozzle inner diameter of 600 mm (L/d=25, z =10 mm, 373 K,
20 MPa).

higher than the dominant frequencies. The resonant frequencies of the probe can be calculated
from the equation [19]
fresonent = n

Usound
: 4800n (Hz)
4L

(1)

where Usound is the in-situ sound velocity and L is
the pipe length of the probe. The resonant frequencies of 4.8× n kHz (n =1, 2, 3...) are also
different from the dominant frequencies. Therefore, it can be confirmed that the dominant frequencies reflect the inherent characteristics of the
expansion flow, instead of coming from the measurement errors.
The results of measurement show that there
exist eddies in various scales in the jet flow, and
the turbulent energy mainly concentrates on the
eddies of the three group scales. The large eddies
correspond to the low frequencies and the small
eddies correspond to the high frequencies. The
formation and composition of the eddies should
be affected by the turbulence and flow field at the
nozzle exit, i.e. affected by the thermodynamic
and flow conditions of the supercritical fluid, and
the nozzle structure etc. The disturbance due to
the shear between the peripheral layer of the jet
and the ambient atmosphere may also contribute
to the pressure signals of measured.

4.2.1. Influence of the nozzle structure
In the RESS process, the initial and boundary
conditions of the expansion flow are the key
factors affecting the formation of coherent structures. Besides fluid velocity in the expansion flow,
the most important boundary condition is the
nozzle structure. In this research, the coherent
structures of the expansion flow with the capillary
nozzle of 600 mm in inner diameter and 15 mm
long are measured. The result in Fig. 5 shows that
there is only one dominant frequency band ranging from 10 000 to 20 000 Hz, and the energy of
the coherent structures in the turbulence is much
weaker than that with the capillary nozzle of 100
mm inner diameter shown in Fig. 4. It is inferred
that the coherent structures can be obviously
changed by the change of the boundary condition
of the nozzle.
4.2.2. Coherent structures along the axis
The axial measurements are carried out under
the conditions with pre-expansion temperature of
323 and 373 K, pre-expansion pressure of 10 and
20 MPa, respectively, using the capillary with
inner diameter of 100 mm and 15 mm long as
nozzle. The power spectrum of the measured pressure signals indicates that there exist three dominant frequency bands, which reflect three kinds of
coherent structures in the expansion flow. The
dominant frequency and their power density
change along the axis under pre-expansion thermodynamic conditions of 20 MPa and 373 K, as
shown in Fig. 6. The higher frequency bands
becomes obvious at certain positions, and the
dominant frequency bands change little along the
axis, while the power density gradually decreases
along the axis. Similar results can be obtained
under other pre-expansion thermodynamic
conditions.
Therefore, it can be inferred that the coherent
structure scale of the eddy in the jet flow do not
change much, while the eddy energy decreases
along the axis. The eddy energy in the jet flow
mainly concentrates on the fore part of the jet
flow close to the nozzle exit, which is similar to
the reported result in the incompressible free jet,
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that the energy of the jet flow in the vicinity of the
nozzle accounts for 50% of the energy in the total
flow region [10].

4.2.3. Influence of pre-expansion pressure
The dominant frequencies and their power densities changing with pre-expansion pressure at preexpansion temperature of 373 K, 10 mm from the
nozzle exit is shown in Fig. 7. The high frequency
bands are not very obvious in the experiments.
When the pre-expansion pressure is higher than
13 MPa, the high frequency band can be obviously observed. The power densities of the three
dominant frequency bands increase remarkably

with the increase of pre-expansion pressure. Experimental results also indicate that the pre-expansion temperature has little effect on the
dominant frequency bands and their power
densities.
The increase of pre-expansion pressure normally results in the increase of the expansion
Mach number, and enhances the energy intensity
through the disturbance caused by the momentary
expansion. It is the phase transformation and
supersonic/subsonic expansion flow that make the
RESS process different from other free jet flows,
and these two factors should be the important
conditions to form the coherent structures in the
RESS process.

Fig. 6. Power spectrum of the coherent structure changing with the axial distance from nozzle exit (L/d = 150, d = 100 mm, 373 K,
20 MPa).

Fig. 7. Power spectrum of the coherent structure changing with the pre-expansion pressure (L/d =150, d =100 mm, z =10 mm, 373
K).
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5. Conclusion
Experimental results indicate that there exist
coherent structures in the rapid expansion flow of
the supercritical carbon dioxide. Three dominant
frequency bands were found in the quasi-periodical dynamic pressure signals under the experimental conditions, which correspond to the different
eddy scales in the jet flow respectively. The dominant frequencies change little with the axial distance or pre-expansion pressure. The power
density that reflects the intensity of the eddy
energy attenuates along the axis of the expansion
flow and with the decrease of the pre-expansion
pressure. The coherent structures should have
strong effect on the microscopic environment in
which the fine particles nucleate and grow. As one
of the boundary conditions, the nozzle structure is
an important factor affecting the dominant frequency value and power density of the coherent
structures. It is expected that by the design of
appropriate nozzle structure and setting suitable
initial conditions, the coherent structure of the
turbulence field can be controlled.
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